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SALINITY, DENMARK RIVER 
Statement 

HON FRANK HOUGH (Agricultural) [5.39 pm]:  I congratulate the Government for committing $158 million 
towards reducing salinity.  It is an excellent move to match the $158 million from the federal Government to 
provide a total of $316 million.  That amount will go a long way.  I hope the State Government uses the money 
well.  In the early 1960s, the Denmark River contained about 200 parts per million saline.  It was potable water.  
As a result of a massive clearing project in the mid to late 1970s, 70 square kilometres of undergrowth and trees 
were cleared.  As a result, some 10 years later, the Denmark River’s salinity level increased.  I congratulate the 
current and previous Governments, which initiated a Tasmanian blue gum tree planting program in the early 
1990s.  Salinity levels peaked in the early 1990s to about 1 500 parts per million, which rendered the water even 
unsuitable for stock.   

The blue gum tree-planting program covered more than 34.5 square kilometres of vegetation.  As late as last 
week the salinity level in the Denmark River was around 700 parts per million.  The Water and Rivers 
Commission believes that if it could plant another 20 square kilometres of vegetation, salinity could be reduced 
to as low as 500 parts per million.  That is a great salinity reduction story and something we must study.   

When I saw that the federal and state Governments had collectively contributed $158 million - 

Hon Ken Travers:  Each.  

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  Sorry; I mean each.  I was going to say that it added up to $300 million so it could not 
have been a collective figure.  The federal and state contributions will assist tremendously some of the present 
salinity programs that desperately need funding.  A salinity program in the wheatbelt has been on the drawing 
board for some time with the Western Australian channel group.  It requires about $500 000 for the initial stage 
and about $3.6 million to complete it.  People will say that planting trees is the end-all required for clearing - 

Hon Peter Foss:  It’s the be-all.   

Hon FRANK HOUGH:  - the be-all required for reducing salinity.  The rainfall in the Denmark area is three 
times that in the Merredin-Corrigin area.  Although tree planting was effective in the south west, it would only 
partially assist in the agricultural area.  I hope the minister does not establish more forums and committees 
because a project that is on the drawing board now is ready to proceed.  All it needs is a good management 
structure and some finetuning.  The project starts in the Yenyenning Lakes at the Qualandary crossing gates, near 
Beverley.  The channel group wants to build a demonstration system from the channel east towards Corrigin - 
about 35 kilometres.  That will encompass 24 farms.  It will flow parallel to the Yenyenning Lakes system rather 
than through the lakes.  That will allow the water to drain out to the Qualandary crossing gates.  From there, as 
stage 2, it will go another 130 kilometres to Corrigin.  That will take up the $3.6 million.  Stage 1 needs 
$500 000 immediately.  

If stage 1 can be implemented, we will see how it works.  Time has shown the Denmark result.  The tree-
planting program in Denmark has provided a yardstick for overcoming salinity in that area.  We should move 
forward in agriculture to establish the drainage system.  The drains will run from the base, upstream to the gate 
system.  The gates will close off the water at Beverley.  When heavy rains dilute the water running down to the 
Qualandary crossing, the gates can be opened and the water will run into the Avon River.  It runs into the Avon 
River anyway.  This will allow the process to be managed.  When sufficient rain falls and shandies down the 
water, it can flow into the Avon River in that diluted form.  It is a matter of management.  The flow to Corrigin 
will go past the lakes system.  Tributaries can be run from the existing lakes into the drain system and gates can 
close off each tributary.  When heavy rain falls, the lakes fill and the water becomes diluted, the gates can be 
opened to allow the water to flow into the main channel down to the Qualandary crossing and into the Avon 
River.   

The main concern of environmentalists is that the saline water, mixed with metals, will run into the Avon River.  
However, with good management, following heavy rainfalls, the lake system can be closed off and allowed to 
settle.  It is a pity I do not have an hour in which to speak so that I can show members some plans.  Ultimately, 
the saline water will be flushed out and the lake system will contain fresh water.  I have seen Michael Georgeff’s 
property, which contains a channelling system.  He is now cropping previous saline areas that were useless.  The 
minister will know that areas on John Hall’s farm were unable to be cropped, and it is now returning good yields.   

The channelling system works.  I beg the Government to look at this immediate project in light of the 
$316 million joint funding.  It is a $500 000 project, which will run through 24 farms.  It needs only finetuning 
to begin operating.  The minister might be able to short-cut much of the bureaucracy and allow people to manage 
who understand what is needed.  Its success will be proved conclusively to the Government and the people of 
Western Australia.  Salinity in Western Australia loses $600 million per annum in lost production, lost crops and 
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the cost of infrastructure.  That is a giant loss to the State of Western Australia.  If the Government puts its stamp 
on this salinity project it will be one project that we can look back on and say that at least someone took the 
initiative and it worked.  John Hall has grown trees along the channel on his property.  They are growing well 
because the root system can now grow deeper.  Previously, once it hit the saline water, all the trees died.  The 
undergrowth on John Hall’s and Michael Georgeff’s properties proves the validity of this project.  It might not 
be the total answer but I recommend that the Government support it because it will go 75 per cent of the way 
towards solving the problem.  Perhaps the rest can be finetuned later.  I beg the Government to at least consider 
this seriously and take steps to support it.  
 


